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Macsa is an international leader in the Laser
coding and marking industry, providing innovative
solutions for printing onto a wide range of
products. Lasers are an attractive alternative to
inkjet (continuous and thermal) – no inks, solvents
or ribbons.
Manufacturers in the food, beverage, household,
and chemical industries must code their products.
Laser technology is ideal for printing information and
traceability codes because of the quality of print,
cleanliness, and user-friendly, low maintenance
costs of the system when marking on paper, board,
glass and plastics typically used in packaging, and
even on the product itself.
The Macsa CO2, Fibre and Yag Lasers provide the
ideal solution for manufacturers who want to mark
their products to identify them, to add instructions,
and to enable tracking and traceability. Increasingly
a 2D code is required to meet the AIMDPM-1-2006
regulations (automotive).
Features:
• Customers can choose from a range of power,
speed and other options to get the right product
at the right price for their specific needs. Lasers
are easy to install, integrate, and use. They are
equipped with an on-board computer making
an external PC unnecessary. IP65 variants are
available for damp and dusty environments.
• Lasers are used to apply small, large, complex
text, lot codes, batch numbers, dates, data
and graphics to products thereby enhancing or
completing the product by adding branding and
other identifying information.
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• The specifics of the code depend on national or
other legislation, but generally a lot code and a
best before date are required.
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Thermal transfer printers from Allen Coding
deliver a durable, high fidelity and high contrast
image with minimal waste.
Thermal transfer provides the perfect solution for
product coding applications that aim to achieve:
smooth production runs, meet legal duties,
traceability of products, reduced packaging stocks,
reduced production costs, and this is done at the
lowest investment cost.
The thermal foil is a polyester ribbon film coated with
a dry thermal transfer ink which is placed between
the thermal print head and the label or substrate
being printed. Data is loaded into the Print Head
for each line of print. As the substrate traverses the
print head (or visa-versa) data is synchronized to
produce a permanent 2-dimensional image.
Features:
• Low operating cost , continuous or intermittent
mode, long service intervals, and ease of
maintenance.
• Handling of many variables and parameters
(MHD, lot, lot, date, time, origin, ingredients) in
a large variety of products.
• Robust design for harsh industrial environments
(cold, hot, dusty, humid).
• As the data is computer generated, the NGT
series is able to provide real-time date and batch
codes, sequential numbering, and up to 25 other
variable fields.
• The TP Series Multi-head system is unique in the
market with multi-lane thermal transfer printing
(3-12 heads standard). Applications include:
HFFS; blister; thermoforming; over-wrapping;
and bagging.
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Matthews is a leader in the design, integration
and implementation of Drop-on-demand marking
systems for effective printing of traceability codes
onto a variety of products.
From inventory and quality control applications
to regulatory compliance, branding and product
identification solutions, Matthews has the industry
experience and technical know-how to get the job
done.
Product Traceability is a major concern for the food,
beverage, household, and chemical communities.
In the event of a product recall, public safety and
health can be at risk. Manufacturers need the
ability to quickly and positively identify and isolate
all suspect products in the supply chain. Without
readable bar codes, human readable production
dates and lot numbers, product recalls are difficult,
if not impossible, to manage.
Matthews offers a variety of different ways to code,
from small character inkjet for date, time, and lot
info, to high resolution inkjet for precise barcodes
and graphics. From the primary package to the
shipping carton, Matthews can recommend the
marking solution to fit your products with a wide
selection of porous and non-porous inks.
Features:
• Standard Series printheads produce a medium
resolution mark, with character heights from
3mm to 63mm, offered in either 7, 16 or 32 valve
printheads.
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• With a variety of controllers, printheads, and
inks that are available to choose from, Drop-OnDemand printing is suitable for many different
products. Regardless of whether your products
are packaged in aluminum cans; glass; plastic
bottles; jugs; foil pouches; corrugated tray packs;
wax-coated cartons; paper and plastic bulk bags;
or shrink and stretch wrap films.
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J-Pak has successfully represented Linx Printing
Technologies for the past 21 years. Linx CIJ printers
are proven world-wide to increase productivity
while significantly reducing total cost of ownership.
Food coding and marking, directly onto the surface
of the food requires special equipment and specialist
food grade inks. The robust design also ensures that
the system can cope with long periods of printing
production codes onto food and its packaging.
Dairy products require CIJ printers that provide
reliable solutions in fast-paced environments, and
also minimize possible downtime. The Linx 5900 is
especially designed to work in harsh environments,
with the systems FullFlush® maintenance technology
this means that you will have trouble free start-ups
every time.
Beverage manufacturer’s often choose the high
speed Linx 7900 printer, which has the ability to
code onto bottles accurately at high speeds.
Cosmetic and Toiletry product code integrity is
vital to the industry. The anti-counterfeiting and
discreet coding solutions from Linx have the ability
to protect brands in these industries. Linx products
can also use pigmented inks and UV readable inks
for product identification, thereby ensuring that
the printing codes hold their integrity during harsh
production processes.
Features:
• Linx have developed technology to help change
over inks and fluids without wasting a drop.
• The Linx software packages also help you to
manage your production line remotely, either
from your personal PC or mobile device.
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The ALE Nano series are self-contained printers,
with a colour WVGA 5″ touch screen display,
ink-system and print-head all in one box. These
printers are extremely compact and rugged.
Designed to print onto porous surfaces using oil
based inks or onto non-porous surfaces using
solvent based inks, the Nano series is available in
18 mm print-height. You can print either on the side
or at any angle on the product. The printer is ready
to print 15 seconds after switch-on.
Features:
• Print fixed or variable texts, images, logos, time
and date, counters, barcodes with an unrivalled
resolution on a variety of product packaging
surfaces.
• A connector panel provides one photocell
input, one USB input for USB memory stick and
keyboard, one RS232 port, one shaft-encoder
input, one auxiliary connector, and one Ethernet
connector. The printer can also be connected to
TCP/IP and WiFi networks.
• The Nano series is compatible with ALE’s acclaimed
Codex Design Software. You can download up to
200 messages per file, it offers a wide selection
of fonts, prints at a maximum speed of 42 meters
per minute with a resolution of 180 dpi. The user
interface is intuitive and multi-lingual. It will take
you only three minutes to program a standard
message and start printing.
6
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The Mperia controller platform manages multiple
print and machine technologies including: high
resolution piezo ink jet, high resolution thermal
ink jet, and drop-on-demand valve ink jet – all
from a single interface.
The Mperia allows you to manage messages and
settings for multiple printers across one or several
production lines.
Automation integration functions for scanners,
material handling control, and custom GUI’s are
also available. Seamlessly integrate with your ERP
systems and databases to reduce coding errors and
improve productivity. Remote control functionality
alleviates operator error and efficiently coordinates
multiple printers simultaneously. Connect via
Ethernet, simple command line interface over
its serial port, or wirelessly. MPERIA™ can be
remotely controlled by Virtual Network Computing,
enabling central message management and remote
diagnostics.
Features:
• The controller is available in three different base
models. The right one for you depends on the
size of your production run and your anticipated
printing requirements, as well as budget.
• The MPERIA™ Standard H.E. has the same
capability as the MPERIA™ Standard, and
offers a 15” touchscreen in an IP65 stainless
steel enclosure making it suitable for harsh
environments.
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United Barcode Systems is a leader in providing
automatic high resolution inkjet printer equipment
solutions.
The APLINK UVX Series is a high resolution inkjet
printing system developed to solve printing needs on
cases, bundles, packaging ﬁlm, and any non-porous
surfaces. This printer incorporates an exclusively
designed UV LED Curing (polymerization) System
for instant drying of printed messages.
Powered by 4th generation piezoelectric technology
print head, APLINK UVX Series Printers are developed
and manufactured to print any text, images, logos,
symbols, and any type of 100% readable barcodes.
Features:
• Ultraviolet curable ink
• Exclusive UV LED curing system
• Instant drying of printed message
• 4th generation piezo electric print head
• Modular design with variable height and depth
• 8” full color touch screen with graphic interface
• Printing speed 100 m/min
• Resolution of 185 x 720 dpi
• Printing height 72 mm.
• Printing on any porous or non-porous surface
• Ink colours: black, red, blue, and yellow
• Other colours on request
8
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United Barcode Systems design and manufacture industrial automatic systems for labelling,
coding and marking, as well as comprehensive automatic identification solutions.
Secondary packaging print and apply labelling is
done in real time. In order to achieve optimisation
in all production processes, the automation of each
phase of the production stage is crucial, as is the
solution adopted, and the machinery selected to
carry out the task.
With the UBS APL Series, the label identification
phase of the secondary packaging can be automated
with maximum security and precision, guaranteeing
an optimum result. Each label applied provides
information in real-time on production cycles,
inspection, warehousing, quantities, product types,
and so forth.
Features:
• UBS P&A system allows the integration of the best
print engines in the market with 203 to 300 dpi
resolution: Sato, Datamax or Zebra.

The APL Series End-of-line labelling systems
provide the versatility that you need to be able
to label your secondary packaging and pallets
according to your specific requirements.
No production cycle is complete without a correct
end-of-line identification that complies with the
EU traceability and labelling regulations currently
in force.
The UBS labelling systems and services meet the
needs of clients operating in the most differentiated
of industrial sectors, making it an easy task to adapt
to the demands of a highly competitive, dynamic
market.
Features:

• Bar code, label design, editing software, easy to
use, multilingual options and enables you to see
on the display screen exactly what will appear on
the document (WYSIWYG).

• Permits line parameters configuration, speed,
print hand, orientation, and delay.

• You will not need to order labels, tickets or cards

as the UBS labellers allows you to print your
labels on your own, when you need it.
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Eagle x-ray systems provide exceptional detection for product contaminants, regardless of their size,
shape or location, within a variety of applications: Glass shards (including glass contamination within
glass containers); metal fragments (including metal within foil and metalized film packaging); mineral
stone; some plastic and rubber compounds; and calcified bone.
Eagle X-Ray systems have been installed in various
Food applications: Ready Meals; bakery; dairy; fruit
and vegetables; condiments; fish; snacks; cereals
and grains; pet food; confectionery; infant feeding
and meat.
Beverage applications can include: Powdered tea;
coffee; drinking chocolate; cans of baby formula
milk powder; cartons of fruit juice; plastic bottles
of milk; glass bottles of beer and cans of lemonade.
Meat processors and slaughterhouses uses Eagle
product inspection solutions to optimize the raw
material, comply with end-product specifications,
and maximize profits. What’s more, Eagle x-ray
machines are capable of inspecting many different
types of meat, whether fresh or frozen, bulk, blended
or packaged in various types of packaging, without
being affected by freeze/thaw plant conditions,
metalized packaging or meat conductivity.
The Eagle technical team is highly experienced
in providing x-ray inspection solutions to the
Poultry industry and understand the different
challenges inherent to the industry, especially
regarding detection of bones. Chicken bones have
traditionally proved quite challenging to detect
via x-ray inspection. This is because birds can be
slaughtered at a young age, typically 4-6 weeks,
which means bones don’t get a chance to calcify.
What’s more, even if chickens are slaughtered at an
older age, many chicken bones are very small.
Features:
• Machines come with IP65 sealing as standard to
cater for the majority of sanitary requirements,
and IP69K as an option for equipment used in
harsh wash-down environments.
• Eagle X-ray inspection machines can detect air
bubbles that might damage your product, missing
ingredients, or packaging assembly errors.
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The Fortress Phantom Metal Detector is a popular
multi-purpose system available in aluminum or
stainless steel with a wide variety of aperture sizes.
Fortress systems provide a complete range of metal
detection solutions to satisfy the unique needs of
the Food and Beverage industries, including: Free
fall, Pipeline, and Large bag applications, whether
your products are dry or wet, liquid, powders,
meats, tablets or grains, packaged in sacks, boxes,
plastic, or glass.
For larger sized products between 50-100 lb (25-50
kg), Fortress Large Bag Metal Detectors are utilized.
Popularly known as the “Big Bag King”, the system
is able to detect 2.0 mm stainless steel in most bulk
packs – an industry leading sensitivity level. Fortress
offers the complete all-in-one detection solution
with an integrated Vector Conveyor system.
Where bulk product is free-falling, Gravity metal
detectors can be incorporated into an existing
process. The Gravity system is normally utilized
for Bulk product (such as flour, rice, cereals). The
product under test is gravity fed through a pipe
system and travels through the detector’s aperture.
Gravity systems typically include an automatic
reject system to remove contaminated product
from the flow.
Pipeline systems are utilized when product is
unpackaged and conveyed through the production
process in a pipe. Due to the wet product application,
Pipeline metal detectors are equipped with BSH
Rugged Casing and Stainless Steel construction
for IP69K certified protection. Pipeline systems
are generally inserted into an existing process line
at the last possible point. In the majority of cases
these products are pumped liquids and pastes
however, the same principles can be used for
other applications where product is dry and blown
through a pipe (sausage meats for example).
Features:
• This Metal Detector is built rugged to withstand
the harshest applications. For heightened stability
and performance in wet product applications,
the IP69K certified BSH Extra Rugged Casing is
utilised and an epoxy chute provides a complete
waterproof seal on IP69K rated units.
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Checkweighers
The in-line Teltek weighing systems have integrated data
collation to weigh, sort and handle products moving
along the production line, complete with automatic
reject or grading.
Combine Teltek C60 with a price applicator, a metal
detector or both or let the checkweigher control your
filler to achieve a lower level of give-aways. Teltek C60 is
simple to use with an easy to understand large 15” VGA
menu display. The function keys are integrated on the
display which eliminates the need of external keyboard.
Product changes and alterations in product details can be
made quickly and easily with a minimum of downtime.
The software supplied as standard includes a 250 article
register with room for tare, nominal weight, upper and
lower weight limits, TU2, and conveyor speed. Other
menus permit adjustments of sorting signals, selection of
a variety of printouts and diagnostic testing.

Fume Extractors
BOFA is the ‘World Leader’ in fume extraction
and filtration and has been designing and
manufacturing solutions for over 25 years.
BOFA’s specialized knowledge of fume extraction
requirements associated with laser coding,
marking, cutting and engraving applications has
enabled them to develop solutions for a variety of
manufacturing sectors including the food, beverage,
household, and chemical industries.
In most laser marking applications some form of
fume is given off as the laser thermally decomposes
the substrate to a greater or lesser degree. This
fume is a mixture of particulate and gaseous matter.
Fume from materials such as metal and glass is
mainly particulate, the majority of which is less than
1 micron in diameter. Organic materials, particularly
plastics, produce much more complex fumes.
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Cartoning
For nearly 60 years, the Langen Group has supplied
reliable and robust packaging machinery and solutions
for Cartoning, Case Packing and Palletizing.
Langen have evolved into a global leading provider
of advanced packaging equipment and packaging line
integration. Langen’s portfolio includes a wide range of
proven solutions.
Applications:
• Pouches
• Bag in box
• Flow wrapped products
• Bottles
• Stick packs
• Other applications on request

Flow Wrapping
At the company General System Pack, accuracy,
reliability and competence come to life in the
form of premium Flow wrapping machines. The
GSP 75EVO model is a high speed and extremely
versatile wrapping machine.
Options:
• On edge version
• Fourth set of sealing wheels
• Automatic film splicer
• Roller conveyor through the up jaw
• Reel holder width 920 mm
• Long dwell transversal sealing jaws
• Film pre-heating bar
• Motorized film unwinding
• Printing unit for expiry date
• Photo electric cell for print register
• Casters under the machine
• Gear shift for short/long pitch
• Double reel holder
• Polythene version

Technical Features
Production speed:
Product dimensions:
Height: 1 - 120 mm

Up to 400 ppm
Width: 10 - 250 mm
Length: 60 - 600 mm
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ULF-Tec comprises of an international team of
highly experienced specialists designing customtailored filling machines that provide solutions for
your every need.
Ulf-Tec’s wide range of tried-and-tested filling
machines are versatile, durable, and highly reliable.
Adaptable and Flexible
The greatest strength of the ULF-Tec filling line is
its modular design guaranteeing major flexibility
with extensive controllability of all routines. That’s
why it can handle a wide variety of package sizes
just as easily as different materials. This machine
Types of closure
also features the optional equipment of a detailed
computer
control
Flat-package
PL system.
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Technical Features
Product packages up to 5 kg.

Types of closure

Flat-package
PL
Types of closures

Type PL/K

Upsta

Type PL

Upstanding
closure
HL
closure
Package
Flat
Package
PL/K on kind ofButtsealing
Folding
of tops
depending
bags: Flat
15–30
mm PL

Quality design in the control system
The Siemens state-of-the-art control equipment
ensures functional reliability, durability, and global
availability.
Features:
Type PL/K

Type PL

• Intelligent self-cleaning mechanisms.
• Low-wear aluminium design.
• Folding
Pneumatic
of topstechnology.
depending on kind of bags: 15–30 mm
• Centralised lubrication.
• Simple access to all service areas.
• Special reinforced tapered gear, shafts and
bearings.
• Functional, low material consumption, and long
service life with versatile applications.
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Type HL

Type HH

Upstanding closure HL

Buttsealing closure HH
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Vacuum Packing
Guelt are innovative designers and manufacturers of
tray sealing and thermoforming equipment for various
industries for over 30 years.
A vast range of tray sealing and thermoforming machines,
ranging from transfer and deposit of products to product
packaging and vacuum sealing including: fragile products;
hot; cold; frozen; vacuum packed products; pasteurised;
canned; ready to cook; sandstone; ceramic; glass wood
and aluminium.
Features:
• Transfer and deposit of product: From the prepared
product situated at the entrance to the packaging
machine including un-stacking, transfer, and dosing.
• Packaging of products: Ranges of machines to meet all
the needs of high-speed semi-automatic sealing, skin
sealing, and adapted thermoformers.

Spiral Wrapping
With the new machine line H. Böhl sets a new
standard for packaging long-shaped products
using spiral wrapping.
Starting with the semi-automatic BSA, up to the
modular designed BSB SX version, and including
the fully automatic BSB VA model, these machines
ensure a wide range of applications for different
customer wrapping needs.
With the BSB SX, H. Böhl can supply a modular
built semi-automatic wrapping machine, which is
expandable to become a fully automatic machine if
the production requirements increase.
Features:
• Automatic motor driven product advancement
(adjustable using a frequency converter).
• Pneumatic pinch in the exit side, manual guide
roller on the entry, and exit side of the unit.
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Hassle Free Rental Agreements
Finance options and rental agreements are facilitated by an
in-house subject matter specialist who oversees the entire
administrative process with some of SA’s major banks at no
extra charge.
Benefits of renting:
• Does not affect existing credit lines
• No capital expense approval required
• Placed on balance sheet as an operating expense
• Rental contract can be structured to suit your needs
To start the rental process you will need:
1. To complete and sign an application form
2. Provide your latest audited financial statements

After Sales Team 24/7
With four offices in RSA and 24/7 technical and service support in neighbouring states, and all the way up to
Ethiopia, J-Pak is truly the go-to Company for quality control and packaging equipment in Africa.

National Calls
086 572 572
Cape Town
+27 (0)21 797 8088 		
Johannesburg
+27 (0) 11 825 0300
Port Elizabeth
+27 (0) 41 581 6793
Durban
+27 (0)31 702 2554		

For more information visit www.jpak.co.za

